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Fellowship of Reconciliation
21 Audubon Avenue

New York 32, New York
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SUGGESTED

TOPICS

1.

The Dynamics of the African Turmoil

2.

The Coming African Revolution

3.

The Struggle for Freedom in South Africa

4.

South Africa in Transition

S.

Colonial Policies in Africa -- A Contrast

6.

Has Corrununism a Future in Africa?

7.

The Role of Nonviolence in the African Struggle

8.

American Policy and the African Conflict

Note:

Since these are only suggested topics,
other titles can be agreed upon for any
particular occasion.

illustrated Lecture f!ith Color Slides On
1'/F..AT t S HAPPENING IN AFRICA
George Houser has over four hundred color pictures
from which he can choose a hundred or so for any particular occasion.
These pictures include views of
African city and village life, scenic pictures, and
sidelights on the political and economic problems in
various countries of the continent.

Tape Recordings Available In Certain Lectures Or 17ith
The Slides
George Houser has over twenty 15-minutetapes which
include interviews with political personalities such
as Z. K. liatthews, Chief Albert J. Luthuli, Patrick
Duncan, Manilal Gandhi, and others in South Africa;
and leaders of organizations likethe National Council
of Nigeria and the Caw~roons and the Action Group in
Nigeria, and the Convention Peoples Party in the Gold
Coast. Also there are tapes of beautiful singing by
a group of African girls in the Zulu language, and
drumming, dancing, and folk music from various countries.
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For more information or to make arrangements for George Houser to speak, get in
touch withthe Fellonship of Reconciliation.
It ·will be helpful if George Houser can
know well in advance of any particular meeting which topic would be most suitable, and
whether slides or tapes are desired.
Tape
recording .~~lif~~ng equipment or projector
for Kociachrome slicies (2 11 x 2 11 ) should be
arranged for by the local group.
Honorariu'Tl for the meetings nill go for
tl:e extens icn of the wo:rk of tr_e Fellnwship
of Reconciliation in meeting some of the
problems that exist in Africa today.

